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Supporting National Space Policy Directives
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SPD-1: Reinvigorating America’s Human Space Exploration Program
“Lead an innovative and sustainable program of exploration with commercial and international partners to enable human expansion 
across the solar system and to bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities.

Beginning with missions beyond low-Earth orbit, the United States will lead the return of humans to the Moon for long-term 
exploration and utilization, followed by human missions to Mars and other destinations.” 

SPD-2: Streamlining Regulations on the Commercial Use of Space 
“It is the policy of the executive branch to be prudent and responsible when spending taxpayer funds, and to recognize how 
government actions, including Federal regulations, affect private resources. 

It is therefore important that regulations adopted and enforced by the executive branch promote economic growth; minimize 
uncertainty for taxpayers, investors, and private industry; protect national security, public-safety, and foreign policy interests; and 
encourage American leadership in space commerce.”

SPD-3: National Space Traffic Management
“For decades, the United States has effectively reaped the benefits of operating in space to enhance our national security, civil, and 
commercial sectors. Our society now depends on space technologies and space-based capabilities for communications, navigation, 
weather forecasting, and much more.  

Given the significance of space activities, the United States considers the continued unfettered access to and freedom to operate in 
space of vital interest to advance the security, economic prosperity, and scientific knowledge of the Nation.”



• Build an infrastructure that will make deep space accessible to all of humanity

• Develop incremental capabilities during human lunar expeditions that will 
inform future missions, deeper into the solar system

• Expand our near-Earth economy to establish a sustainable presence in deep 
space, as we are already doing in low-Earth orbit

NASA’s Path to Moving Human Presence Into The Solar System



Fiscal Realism  |   Commercial Partnerships |   Scientific Exploration 
Technology Pull and Push | Gradual Buildup of Capability  

Architecture Openness and Resilience
Global Collaboration and Leadership | Continuity of Human Spaceflight

STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION



International Interoperability Standards
Preparing for deep space exploration 

www.InternationalDeepSpaceStandards.com

Draft Deep Space
Interoperability System Standards  

Posted for feedback on March 1, 2018

• Avionics
• Communications
• Environmental 

Control and Life 
Support Systems

• Power
• Rendezvous
• Robotics
• Thermal



The SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket The Northrop Grumman Cygnus spacecraft

Commercial Cargo Transportation
Foundation for a low-Earth orbit economy and deep space exploration 



Commercial Crew Transportation
Foundation for a low-Earth orbit economy and deep space exploration 

Building continues on the Boeing Starliner and SpaceX Dragon 
for crewed missions to low-Earth orbit



Deep Space Exploration System
Building the right system for deep space exploration





DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION SYSTEMS

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS





Gateway 
Building a continuous presence in cis-Lunar space 
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9. Entry Interface

8. Return flight 
to Earth: 
5 days

Outbound Powered Flyby   
to NRHO: 180m/s to Moon

6. NRHO departure: 
240 m/s

11 day NRHO stay

4. NRHO insertion: 240 m/s

Return Powered 
Flyby, return to 
Earth: 180m/s to 
Moon

2. Outbound flight to 
Moon: 5 days

1. Earth departure1
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EXPLORATION MISSION-3: Carrying the first habitable piece to Gateway

NRHO = Near Rectilinear Halo Orbit 
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Cis-Lunar Space 
A deep space harbor for expanded human presence





Power and Propulsion Element
First module in lunar orbit for Gateway  
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CREWED 
FLIGHT TEST

LOGISTICS RESUPPLY + 
ROBOTIC ARM 4 CREW + AIRLOCK

Notional Gateway Buildup (2020-2026)

EM-1 EM-2 EM-3 EM-4 EM-6

POWER AND 
PROPULSION ELEMENT

COMMERCIAL 
ROCKET

4 CREW + 
INTERNATIONAL HAB

EM-5

LOGISTICS RESUPPLY4 CREW +
U.S . HAB

4 CREW + ESPRIT  + U.S. 
UTILIZATION MODULE

SLS + ORION 
FLIGHT TEST

COMMERCIAL 
ROCKET

COMMERCIAL 
ROCKET
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Lunar Transportation Technology Development

Lunar 
Discovery and 
Exploration 
Program

Technology 
Development 
and  
Demonstrations

Advanced 
Cislunar & 
Surface 
Capabilities

Small Landing 
Services

Mid-Size Science Landers

SMD

STMD

HEOMD DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
CATALYST 
development ends 
2019

Human-Class Descent Development

ISRU/Surface Power

Deep Space Engine Terrain Relative 
Nav Hazard 
Avoidance

Precision Landing
Sensors

Cryo Fluid Management

End-to-End 
Human-Class 

Test

Prop

Survive the night, Recharging Station, 
Autonomy and Navigation

Human-Class 
Descent Module

Human-Class Ascent and Transfer Vehicle Development

Timeline governed by available budget and partner contributions

Science instruments and 
technologies demonstrated at 

increasing capability on each mission
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Under the requested funding for Advanced Cislunar and Surface Capabilities (ACSC), along 
with other Exploration Campaign activities, NASA will re-establish U.S. preeminence to, 
around, and on the Moon.

Human Lunar Lander funding will invest with industry providers, purchase landed services 
to test sub-systems, and use innovative acquisition approaches to enable U.S. commercial 
capabilities to be leveraged toward human exploration of the lunar surface, and will also 
partner with international partners as appropriate in this endeavor.

The first planned demonstration is 2024 with at least one human-class descent element flight test.

Human Lunar Lander Development



Five full-sized ground prototypes will be delivered for testing in 2019; in final negotiations with 
NanoRacks for sixth habitat prototype demonstrator

Habitation Development Partnerships

Builds on proven 
cargo spacecraft 
development

Modular buildupLeverages existing 
technologies

ExpandableRefurbishes 
heritage hardware

Lockheed Martin
Denver, CO

Boeing
Pasadena, TX

Bigelow 
Aerospace

Las Vegas, NV

Northrop 
Grumman
Dulles, VA

Sierra Nevada
Louisville, CO

NanoRacks
Louisville, CO

Converted Centaur 
upper stages



International Cooperation 
NASA is leading and facilitating a sustainable open architecture program that is open to and relies on 
international and commercial partners



Path to Lunar SurfacePath to the Lunar Surface



Three Stage Lunar Architecture (Planning/Notional)
Approach driven by available launch vehicles and physics

• Based at Gateway
• Reusable & Refuellable
• Carries a crew of4

• Performs descent 
propulsion 

• Serves as a cargo lander

• Transfers ascent, descent 
elements (if applicable)
from Gateway orbit to lower 
orbit for landing

• Potential for reusability
• Could be provided as a  

commercial service

Other Benefits

Phased Development
– Spreads costs evenly, achieving capabilities for landing science and

exploration lunar payloads in support of future crewedmissions.
– Human rating requirements are minimal on the upfront developments, as the 

ascent element with its full abort capability at any crewed mission phase 
addresses many of the human  rating requirements.

Partnering Opportunities
– Smaller element, enable easier point of entry now and in the future for 

both commercial and international  partners, as long as interoperability
standards are established.

– Industry partners can move ahead faster with the capabilities they want to 
build, while NASA  builds and sustains unique competencies related to deep 
space human systems on the ascent element.

Multi-use Systems
– Elements (or their copies) can be applied to other missions to increase 

payloads or reduce transportation times (deep space rendezvous with tug for 
outerplanet  missions, satellite maneuvering in GEO vicinity, etc.)

– Possible alternate crewed cislunar missions include NEO rendezvous, L4/L5
tour to observe small objects, or L1/L2 missions to deploy or service remote 
sensing systems.

– The lunar elements may be partially or fully applicable to aspects of future
Mars missions (common ascent systems, etc.)

Ascent Element

Descent Element

Transfer Vehicle

Approx. Delta-v
2,850 m/s

Target Wet Mass 
9 mT to 12 mT 

Approx. Delta-v
2,000 m/s

Target Wet Mass 
15 mT to 16 mT 

Approx. Delta-v
850 m/s

Target Wet Mass 
12 mT to 15 mT 



Long-Term Exploration and Utilization of the Moon 
(Planning/Notional)



International Space Station
ü Testing and demonstration of Exploration Systems
ü Open Interoperability Standards
ü Commercial cargo and crew

Space Launch System – For transportation augmented with commercial capability

Gateway – Enabling reusable in-space operations and opening up commercial opportunities in deep space

An Open Framework in Space
Developing a new approach to human exploration

Open to multiple destinations and missions
Allows human exploration to advance at sustainable pace  

Leverages commercial and international partnerships



Network Services 
• Network proficiencies (October 2018):

– Deep Space Network: 99.3%
– Near Earth Network: 99.6%
– Space Network: 99.9%

• Completed reflector lift on the new 34 meter antenna at the Madrid Deep Space Communications 
Complex (DSS-56)

• Next Space Technologies for Exploration Partnerships -2 (NextSTEP-2) RFI completed May 2018
− Broad Agency Announcement released October 2018
− Proposals due November 2018

Advanced Communication and Navigation Technology 
• NASA and ESA jointly recommended that the High Photon Efficiency (HPE) standard be used 

throughout the Lunar environment and on the Gateway
– Recommendation was supported by the entire CCSDS Optical Communications Working 

Group
• Laser Communication Relay Demonstration (LCRD) payload is complete and waiting shipment for 

integration 
• Deep Space Optical Communications (DSOC) passed PDR in October 2018 

– Provide higher data rate links for near-Earth and enable more efficient photon-starved links 
for deep space

• ILLUMA-T and O2O successfully completed and passed PDR in June 2018
– ILLUMA-T operations with LCRD in GEO
– O2O will be a high-rate optical communication link supporting Orion EM-2 crew exploration 

vehicle

Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) 

Reflector lift of DSS-56 at the Madrid Deep Space 
Communications Complex 

LCRD packaged and prepped for shipping 



Spectrum
• Former Telecommunication Policy Specialist at the NTIA, Doreen Bogdan-Martin, was 

elected as the Director of ITU Telecommunications Development Bureau – first female 
bureau director 

• SmallSat coordination
– Participated as member of the newly established NASA HQ Small Satellite 

Coordination Group (SSCG)
Policy and Strategic Communications 
• Debuted the newest NASA podcast: The Invisible Network 

– Six episodes debuted on October 16 in a narrative storytelling format – a first for 
NASA – describing the behind-the-scenes of what makes space communication 
possible. 

• Decade of Light exhibit at NASA Goddard Visitor Center
– New SCaN exhibit at entrance of Visitor Center, showcasing how NASA missions 

communicate and the future of optical communications 
• The United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs formally released the publication, “The 

Interoperable Global Navigation Satellite Systems Space Service Volume”
– Major contribution to the space community led by NASA and ESA within the UN 

International Committee on GNSS (ICG); will assist mission planners up to GEO 
altitude and into Cis-lunar space

• GPS Use in Lunar Missions
– Initial agreement among HEO teams for Gateway to include a GPS receiver to 

support timing of on-board applications; discussions continue to expand GPS and 
GNSS use for on-board navigation of Orion and Gateway

Doreen Bogdan-Martin 

J.J. Miller (NASA) & W. Enderle (ESA) at  formal 
UN presentation of SSV publication

Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) 

https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/the-invisible-network-podcast


Policy and Strategic Communications (Continued) 
• The NASA-sponsored National Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and Timing 

(PNT) Advisory Board has released the following key deliverables to the National 
Space-Based PNT EXCOM:

– Recommendation to protect the Global Positioning System (GPS) spectrum 
from interference by a proposed terrestrial broadband service

– PNT Topics Paper for Administration briefings that describe benefits of GPS 
across U.S. economy sectors and with recommendations to preserve them 

• NASA Goddard Search and Rescue Laboratory (SARLab) 
– Testing of the Advanced Next Generation Emergency Locator (ANGEL) 

beacon to be included in the Orion crew life preserver units.  Discussions 
underway with vendor for delivery of 30 beacons by end of 2018.

– On Oct. 11 GSFC SARLab only US ground station to receive Soyuz 
emergency beacon transmissions from 1 Galileo and 1 GPS/DASS s/c.  Initial 
location was upon parachute deployment, and final position was upon 
landing.  Following this event, HEO & SCaN have requested SARLab to 
support the next Soyuz launch (Dec. 3) while examining strategic options for 
longer term operations.

Orion Crew Survival System

Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) 



Crew Performance After Landing 
(Field Test)

PIs: MF Reschke (NASA/JSC) & IB Kozlovskaya (RAS/IMBP)

• n=36 returning crewmembers (19 USOS, 17 Rus) from 17 
Soyuz landings

• Every returning crewmember exhibits vestibular/cerebellar 
and sensorimotor decrements

• Every crewmember experiences landing-related motion 
sickness

• There is considerable variations between crewmembers 
performance

• Strength is likely not the limiting factor because of current in-
flight exercise countermeasures

• Emergency egress during/after a water landing will 
present a significant risk to astronaut safety

Update: Data/videos presented to all relevant operational program managers + new administrator 



Cold Atom Laboratory – a Facility for Quantum Science on ISS

Launch upon Cygnus OA-9 Installation aboard ISS

• Microgravity offers the possibility of dramatically reducing the forces needed to confine 
an ultra-cold sample of atoms

• This allows us to reach a new regime of ultra-low temperatures

• Ultra-cold samples created by CAL can float unconfined for long periods, nearly fixed relative to 
the apparatus 

Image of the first cold atoms in orbit



CAL uses multiple lasers to cool clouds of 
atoms to temperatures below 1 nanokelvin.  
Laser cooling works better in space because 
the atom trap doesn’t require energy to hold 
the atoms up. CAL Co-I William Bill Phillips 
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 
1997 for his contribution to laser cooling. 

Cold Atom Research in Space

Applications for space-based cold atom quantum technology
• Experimental physics on macroscopic quantum matter
• Tests of quantum entanglement (Einstein’s “spooky action 

at a distance”)
• Atom interferometry for gravitational anomaly and dark 

matter/energy detection

When a cloud of Boson atoms is cooled to nanokelvin 
temperatures, they can form a Bose-Einstein Condensate, 
a dense cluster of atoms sharing a single quantum state-
shown here in red.  CAL investigators Eric Cornell and 
Wolfgang Ketterle were awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 2001 for their work on Bose-Einstein condensates



Mars 
Vistas of opportunity and discovery



Questions?  QUESTIONS?


